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Daily Reminder!!
Thursday evening the
camp shop will be open
to all guiders only.
The Ranger who was
after some flip-flops,
there are a pair at the
house for £1.50 for you.
If you haven’t written a
good wish dragon scale
yet, don’t miss your
chance to, and stick it
up in the marquee
Guides can use a reef
knot to remind them
about doing a good turn
each day.
Weather Today
Sunny Intervals
Approx 21°C
Green Fact!!
Riding 4 miles on a bike
instead of a car saves
7kg of air pollution.
Recycle all glass if
possible, one bottle/jar
saves enough energy to
power a television for
90 minutes.

Wednesday 30th July 2008

Tomorrows Activities
Tomorrow morning and afternoon there
will be an Army assault course set up
near the campfire, and Archery lessons
available behind the white marquee.
In the evening there is an Archery show
beginning at 7.30pm at the marquee
“A Guide is honest, reliable & can be
trusted”
We are very lucky to have the camp
shower block facilities. Please be sure
you treat them with respect like you
would at home.
Please encourage the girls to think
about the amount of toilet paper they
use each day. It takes one tree to make
a 1 metre high pile of paper.

Everyone seemed to have
lots of fun at last nights
gathering
First Shoe!!

We have a new family of bumblebees
on site. Please let them go about their
job in looking after the flowers.
There is now a post box at the house
for people wanting to send mail home.

The first shoe not from this
camp has been pulled out of
adventure zone

Other nights Storm
Llanasa and Gwernaffield guides singing for 1½ hour’s
at the top of their voices non-stop through the thunder
and lightening.
Congratulations to Joe from 2nd Broughton guides on
over coming her fear of thunder and well done from the
guiders to all the guides for supporting her.
5th Rhyl guides would like to thank Broughton for the much needed cups of tea
at 6.15am. Also big thanks to Jane Barham and Jane Bevan who rescued the
tent and saved the day with spare poles. Thank you all!
After Jane and Jane’s efforts 5th Rhyl still spent the morning fixing their food tent.
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Kitchen Mishaps
After a third mishap at Buckley Rangers
camp they have been labelled a hazard
while cooking.
The fever seems to be catching as the
middle tent patrol had their own
kitchen mishap when they
accidentally spilt cooking fluid on their stainless steel tray
and set it alight whilst cooking on a trangia. Luckily no one
got hurt and they managed to put out the tray safely
although they wont be able to use it again.

Postman
On lookers watched as the
postman struggled into Llanasa
Guide camp with an
exceptionally heavy bag. All was
explained when he produced a
14-page love letter from Georgia
Morris lovesick boyfriend.

The Shout Box
Sunday night Clwyd Vale District slept under
the stars – they saw some shooting stars too.
1st Penyffordd Guides Jade Walsh tried to
do a challenge of swinging a bucket of water
over her head without it spilling. She
succeeded however in smashing the bucket
into tiny pieces with the handle still in her
hands!!
Ann Ashworth would like to thank the 2
senior sections that helped clear up and
prepare activities for the guides. Also thank
you to Pauline Gower who stayed and made
rockets.
Ellen Hughes from Senior Section ate her
fortune in her fortune cookie! Luckily she did
not swallow it! ☺
Clwyd Vale Rangers would like to say a BIG
thank you to Clwyd Vale Guiders for supplying
them with hot chocolate every night. It is lovely.

Rhian Huges from 1st Llanasa
Guides really enjoyed the muddy trail
and left mud angels in the bog there.
Lizzie from 7th Wrexham Guides
really enjoyed the water activities
yesterday, but now has tanned spots
on her feet from her Crocs and a
brand new friend called fish who
swam right through her shoes.
Despite capsizing, in some cases
twice!! And falling off the rafts, the
Bala experience is fantaby dozy
brilliant and the girls would love to go
again!! But… drink lots of water – but
not the lake.

